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ABSTRACT

The authors propose organic quantum computing system models.
The systems are based on novel organic quantum dots device architectures
and multiple valued cellular automata( Cn ) dynamics. In the systems,
the MOSFET vertical quantum device architecture is considered, which is
composed of massively paralleled quantum dots structure applying organic
molecular crystal superlattices multiple layers and inherent tunneling
modes.

I NTRODUCTION

The downscaling capabitity of the

sem i conducto r VLS I techno I ogy wi I I
eventually be brought to an end by the
problems of scal i ng I imi ts, i ntercon-
nection saturation and multipl icity of
more complex functions. Thus, the im-
plementat ion of a revolut ionary ap-
proach should consider both device and

architecture issues aiming at synthesis
post-VLSI technologies and human brain
funct i ons.

ORGANIC OUANTUM DOT STRUCTURE

As shown in Fig. 1 organic
molecular column, which is composed of
bridged stacks of metal phthalocyanine

rings, forms one d imensional electron
gas system. The wave packet of carriers
f low along the conjugated inter-
molecular r electron orbits of the one

dimensional gas system.
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Semiconductive quantum band

structure, shown in Fig. 2, is ob-

served in the unit column of organic
molecular materials such as phthalo-
cyanines. Figure 3 shows organic quan-

tum dots structure with phthalocyanine

superlatt ices crystal I ine system. The

wave packet tunne I s along the one

dimensional column and through
heterostructured polymerized crystal
layer, which acts as a barrier.

The superlattice quantum struc-
ture, as i I lustrated in Fig. 4, can be

fabricated with state-of-the-art tech-
niques, for example, with rnodulation
doping method in organic molecular beam

epitaxy ( OMgf ). The period of the su-
per Iatt ices i s typical ly 30 I 00

angstroms, whereas the period of the
crystal lattice is only a few
angstroms. Therefore the energy band of
the superlattice, which arises from the
coupling between the energy band levels
of the quantum dots, is able to form
subbands structure. The current-voltage
characteristics has multiple states,



which is analogous to the optical bis-
tability in a non-linear Fabry-Perot
interferometer, due to modulating both

the difference between the energy
levels of the subbands in quantum dots

and the energy of the incident
e I ect rons.

Therefore, the Iogic with multiple on

and off states has been considerable
subject theoretical ly and practical Iy
in the information dynamics of cellular
automata structure. In this quantum

device, not only are the states caused

by quantum size effects, but the fun-
damental carrier transport mechanism is
tunneling phenomena, which suppress the
parasitic tunneling channels that are

available for the one dimensional or-
ganic molecular crystal above. This ad-

vantage may be preferable for multiple
valued digital logic devices even at
room temperature.

OTJAI{TLM DEVICE ARCHITECTURE

The quantum devices have charac-
teristics of mesoscopic, multistates
caused by strong local coupl ing unl ike

conventional VLSI devices. We think
nearest-neighbor connection architec-
ture can not only utilize the Iimited
local coupl ing, which is physical ly
natural for quantum devices, but solve

the interconnection dilernma in conven-

tional GaAs/AlxGal -xAs quantum devices.

A type of the nearest-ne i ghbor

connection architectures is cellular
automata ( Cn ), where multiple valued

Iogical nodes are located on a regular
uniform lattice with a discrete vari-
able at each site ( cell ), and the
,alue of each cell are evolved in dis-

crete time steps according to well
def ined nearest-neighbour ruies.

In our devices, quantum dot acts
as the cell and heterolayer as the lat-
tice. Information carrier ( ttre wave

packet ) local ized in each quantum dot

is transferred along the coniugated r
electron intermolecular orbits of the

one dimensional phthalocyanine columns,

perpendicular to the heterolayers in
stead of not along them by external ap-
pl ied electrostatic force.
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Figure l.
One dimensional or-ganic mo Lecu Iar
co [umn, wh ich i s
composed of bridged
stack of metaI
phthaLocyanine
rrngs.
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Figure 2.
Energy Eland of a Wlrrlti<luanturn VVell
Schottky Jrrnction

Figure 3. Organic quantum dots structure
with phthalocyanine superlattices crys-
taltine system.

Figure 4.
lV|odr-rlation Doping in
H qterostructLrre rnrittr
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Figure 5. Celtular automaton dynamics
phthatocyanine supe r latt ices.
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